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1 Additional results for the model

1.1 Proofs for the baseline setting

In the baseline setting, trading volume comes from two sources: cash holders buying and

stock investors selling. Buying volume is calculated by multiplying the fraction of cash holders

switching to the stock, represented by Φ(Et∆Pt+1/σε), by their total wealth divided by the stock

price, represented by WC
X ,t−1/Pt . Selling volume is calculated by multiplying the fraction of stock

investors switching to cash, represented by Φ
((

β
(
Pt −Pt

)
−Et∆Pt+1

)
/σε

)
, by their total wealth

divided by the stock price, held constant at Q. Therefore, the total trading volume, Vt , can be

expressed by

Vt =
1
2

(
Φ(Et∆Pt+1/σε)

(
WC

X ,t−1/Pt

)
+Φ

((
β
(
Pt −Pt

)
−Et∆Pt+1

)
/σε

)
Q
)

,

where the coefficient 1/2 serves as the normalizing factor.

1.2 The dynamic portfolio problem

In the main part of the paper, disposition extrapolators solve a two-period problem specified

in Equation (4). In this section, we analyze the dynamic portfolio problem they face. The belief-

∗This is the Online Appendix accompanying the paper “Extrapolative Bubbles and Trading Volume.”
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formation process so far only specifies the expected price change for the next period, Et∆Pt+1,

but solving the dynamic problem requires additional structure on their beliefs about price changes

in more distant periods. We make the following additional assumptions. First, for any j > 0,

Et∆Pt+ j+1 = 0. In other words, on date t, the average expected price change from date t + j to

date t + j+1 is zero. Second, investors derive utility only from realized gains and losses; that is,

they are completely subject to realization utility. Third, they discount the utility of the next period

by a factor of ρ , where 0 < ρ < 1. Again, because investors only drive utility based on the gains

and losses associated with selling, the addition of realization utility complicates only the portfolio

problem faced by stock investors.

A stock investor’s portfolio decisions on date t and date t + 1 adopt one of the following four

paths—CC, CS, SC, and SS—where C stands for cash and S for the stock and the first letter

represents holding on date t and the second on date t +1. Because, in expectations, holding cash

and holding the stock are both associated with an expected price change of zero for any future

date, investors are indifferent between CS and CC. This narrows down the set of paths to CC,

SC, and SS. The difference among these three options is the timing of realization: CC realizes

returns on the current date t, SC delays realization to date t + 1, and SS delays it even further.

When EtPt+1 > Pt—that is, when the expected price of the next date exceeds the reference price—

investors always prefer SC over SS, because they want to realize gains on an earlier date with

ρ < 1. In this case, UCC = Nt
(
Pt −Pt

)
, USC = ρNt

(
Et∆Pt+1 +Pt −Pt

)
, and investors choose to

hold cash if Et∆Pt+1 <
1−ρ

ρ

(
Pt −Pt

)
and hold the stock otherwise. This is the same solution given

for the two-period portfolio problem in the main part of the paper when β = 1−ρ

ρ
.1

1.3 Alternative specifications of the reference price

In the baseline model, we specify the reference price as the volume-weighted purchase price.

There is a literature arguing that a person’s reference point is her rational expectations held in the

recent past about outcomes (Kőszegi and Rabin 2006, 2007, 2009, Meng and Weng 2018). There-

fore, an alternative specification of the reference price—based on rational forecasts of equilibrium

1When EtPt+1 < Pt , investors want to delay realization of losses as long as possible and therefore prefer SS over
SC. As they can delay realization losses to a very distant future, USS ≈ 0 and investors choose to hold cash if Pt > Pt
and to hold the stock otherwise.
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prices in the past—is a weighted average of past prices. Specifically, we assume

Pt ≡ (1−λ )
t−1

∑
k=1

λ
k−1 (Pt−k

)
+λ

t−1P1, (1)

where λ regulates the assignment of weights on past prices. We set λ = 0.5, but the results are

robust to alternative values. Figures A.1a and A.1b show that, under this alternative specification

of the reference price, we observe similar patterns of price and volume throughout the bubble.

Alternatively, we can also assume the reference price is more forward-looking and specify it as

the last period’s expectation of future stock price. That is,

Pt ≡ Pt−1 +Et−1∆Pt . (2)

Figures A.1a and A.1b show that similar price and volume dynamics are observed under this al-

ternative specification. When the reference is more forward-looking as in the latter case, investors

require a higher price to sell, resulting in a higher equilibrium stock price. Indeed, we see greater

increases in peak price and volume in the latter case.

1.4 First heterogeneous-agent extension

The baseline setting features only disposition extrapolators and does not consider heterogeneity

across investors. To discuss holdings and volume at the investor level, we study a heterogeneous-

agent extension with two additional investor types: extrapolation-only and disposition-only. Extrapolation-

only investors form beliefs according to Equation (3), but maximize expected wealth. Disposition-

only investors form beliefs according to the random noise εi,t , but maximize the utility function

specified by Equation (4).2 The initial wealth distribution across the three types of investor is 80,

10, and 10, so that disposition extrapolators are the majority. This distribution is roughly consistent

with the empirical evidence we show later.

2Alternatively, we can assume that disposition-only investors form their expectations based on the value signal,
Dt −Pt , subject to the random noise εi,t . Price and volume patterns are similar. Notice that, in this case, disposition-
only investors act like rational arbitrageurs: they buy when assets are undervalued and sell when they are overvalued.
Therefore, the heterogeneous-agent setting also corresponds to the case with rational arbitrageurs. Because of limited
capital and borrowing constraints, investors can only exert price impact to a limited extent and cannot prevent prices
from overshooting.
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The four graphs in Figure A.2 present some key results from the heterogeneous-agent model.

Figures A.2a and A.2b present the dynamics of prices and volume. Given that most wealth is

held by disposition extrapolators, the patterns are quite similar to the homogeneous case. In Fig-

ures A.2c and A.2d, the solid, dashed, and dash-dot lines correspond to disposition extrapolators,

extrapolation-only investors, and disposition-only investors, respectively. During a bubble, they

take rather different paths in terms of holdings and volume. In Figure A.2c, extrapolation-only

investors increase their holdings the most and disposition-only investors the least. Figure A.2d

shows that, although extrapolation-only investors increase holdings the most, they trade the least.

Most volume comes from disposition extrapolators as they switch back and forth between cash

and the stock. Figure A.2d also highlights another observation: volume rises a lot only when ex-

trapolation and the disposition effect coexist in the same investor. If, instead, they are represented

separately by extrapolation-only and disposition-only investors, volume at the peak is not nearly as

large. These two types of investor each lack one essential ingredient: extrapolation-only investors

buy and hold, whereas disposition-only investors sell and exit.

1.5 Second heterogeneous-agent extension

The heterogeneous-agent setting features two other types of investor—extrapolation-only and

disposition-only—in addition to disposition extrapolators. In the previous section, disposition-

only investors are modeled as having normally distributed beliefs with mean zero. We now instead

assume that they have rational beliefs; that is, their beliefs are based purely on the value signal.

Table A.3 presents the key results under this alternative specification. As Figures A.3a and A.3b

show, the aggregate price and volume dynamics are similar to those in Figure A.2. The main

difference comes from the behavior of disposition-only investors. As Figure A.3c shows, driven

by the value signal, they increase their holdings at the beginning of the run-up, because they believe

that the stock is undervalued. However, as the stock price continues to go up, they decrease their

holdings and eventually exit the market. In Figure A.3d, their exit from the market coincides with

the abrupt rise in their per-capita trading volume around date 20.
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1.6 CARA preferences

In the main part of this paper, we assume that investors are risk-neutral. Because risk-neutral

investors always hold either cash or the stock, they can only trade on the extensive margin; that

is, they trade by either fully liquidating their stock position to cash or completely switching from

cash to the stock. In this section, we replace the risk-neutral assumption with CARA preferences,

thereby allowing investors to trade on both the extensive and intensive margins. We abstract away

from risk premium by assuming that an investor’s share demand function is given by

Ei,t∆Pt+1

ασ2
D

, (3)

where α denotes the CARA coefficient and σ2
D denotes the variance of dividend shocks. In ad-

dition, to ensure the existence of an equilibrium price, we use parameter values that are slightly

different from the baseline setting. Because the demand function is more sensitive to beliefs than

before, we assume that θ = 0.9, indicating less extrapolation. We also assume that γ = 0.7, sug-

gesting that extrapolators now place more weight on the value signal. Table A.4 presents the main

results.

Figures A.4a and A.4b show that the aggregate price and volume dynamics are similar to those

of the baseline setting. Figure A.4c shows the break-down of total trading volume. As volume

rises during the run-up of the bubble, investors increasingly trade on the extensive margin by

liquidating existing positions and initiating new positions; indeed, prior to the bubble, new buys

and liquidations account for around 70 percent of total volume. However, when volume peaks,

new buys and liquidations account for almost the entire trading volume. This provides theoretical

motivation for our empirical exercise in Section 4.4, in which we decompose volume by intensive

and extensive margins.
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2 Additional empirical results

2.1 More details about the data

Table A.1 compares the sample and the investor population in their demographics. Recall

that our sample is from a single brokerage firm, while the investor population data are from the

Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Overall, the sample has a similar distribution to that of the investor

population in location, education, and age. Our data oversample (a) investors in Guangzhou and

Zhejiang, two areas that are economically more developed, (b) investors with a college education

and above, and (c) investors between the age of 30 and 50.

2.2 Determining investors’ horizon

As discussed in the paper, there is no consensus on the choice of the extrapolation horizon for

Chinese investors. To determine their horizon, we regress stock-level trading flows by individuals

on lagged returns using a panel of their transactions on individual stocks from 2005 to 2013. Table

A.2 reports the results. The first three columns concern three types of trading volume—Initial

Buy, Sell, and Buy–Sell—under Fama-MacBeth regressions and the next three columns concern

the same types of volume under pooled regressions with double-clustered standard errors. Results

from Fama-MacBeth regressions show trading flows respond to returns up to 10 weeks ago and

most strongly to the most recent monthly return. Pooled regressions show slightly longer horizons.

2.3 Persistence of extrapolation and disposition effects

Table A.4 reports the persistence of the measures of extrapolation and disposition. We first

construct measures of extrapolation and disposition using transactions from 2005 to 2013 with

subscript t. We then construct the same set of measures using transactions between 2014 and

2015 with subscript t +1. Each column then runs a predictive univariate regression for each mea-

sure. We find strong predictability for all measures, which suggests that, indeed, extrapolation and

disposition are very persistent individual characteristics in the time-series.
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2.4 Extrapolation and the disposition effect during the bubble

Using transactions during the run-up of the bubble, we regress two types of trading volume on

past returns: Initial Buy, which represents net buying by new investors, and AddBuy–Sell, which

represents net buying by existing investors. The purpose of this exercise is to examine whether

investors are subject to extrapolation and the disposition effect during the bubble. In Table A.3, the

first two columns report results from Fama-MacBeth regressions and the next two columns report

results from pooled regressions with double-clustered standard errors. Stocks with more positive

past returns are associated with more inflows from new investors, consistent with extrapolation,

and with more outflows from existing investors, consistent with the disposition effect.

2.5 Ownership breadth and price and volume at peak

Table A.5 reports the relationship between price and volume at peak and ownership breadth

during the bubble. At the beginning of the bubble, we sort all stocks into five groups based on

ownership breadth. We then calculate each group’s overall return and volume at the peak of the

bubble. Consistent with the model, stocks held by fewer investors at the beginning of the bubble

experienced greater increases in returns and turnover. The magnitude is large. For the cumulative

return, the difference between the top and the bottom group is around 46 percent. For weekly

turnover, it is around 100 percent.

2.6 More evidence on the composition of trading volume

We decompose total volume into extensive-margin and intensive-margin and compare their

magnitudes. As a benchmark, Panel A of Table A.6 reports the distribution of buy volume, sell

volume, and total trading volume across three periods from 2014:01 to 2015:12: run-up, crash, and

quiet, the latter defined as any period outside the run-up and crash. In addition to total transaction

amount in RMB, we report the total number of transactions as a robustness check.

Panel B shows the fraction of total volume accounted for by extensive-margin trades, with a

purchase considered extensive-margin if the starting position is zero (initial purchase) and a sale

considered extensive-margin if the end position is zero (liquidation). Overall, we find that almost

55 percent of trading volume in the run-up is extensive-margin trading, compared to 46 percent in
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the crash and 52 percent in the quiet period. In particular, around 60 percent of sales are complete

liquidations and around 50 percent of purchases are initial purchases. The same patterns hold if

we instead measure volume by the number of transactions.

Panel C further breaks down the extensive-margin trades by investor group. Consistent with

our model, extensive-margin trading is particularly prevalent among disposition extrapolators; al-

most 60 percent of their volume during the run-up is extensive-margin trades. Other investor

groups trade less on the extensive margin. Extensive-margin trading from disposition extrapola-

tors dropped sharply—more than 10 percent—in the crash. This is primarily driven by disposition

extrapolators “doubling down” as their positions turn into losses.

We classify a stock as “new” if an investor has never held it in her monthly portfolio before.

Panel D reports the fraction of volume contributed by new stocks across different stages of the

bubble. Indeed, almost 70 percent of the volume in the run-up comes from trading stocks which

that investor had never held before. The fraction is only 55 percent during the quiet period and

53 percent during the crash. In short, disposition extrapolators don’t monotonically increase or

decrease their stock holdings; rather, they alternately increase and decrease their exposure over

time and across different stocks.

2.7 More evidence on volume in 2016

Table A.7 regresses investor-level trading characteristics in 2016 on investor-level degrees of

extrapolation and disposition. Overall, 2016 was a relatively quiet year with little dramatic market

movement. Overall, we find that neither extrapolation nor disposition can explain trading volume

much. In Column (1), neither is statistically significant. In Columns (2) and (3), although there

is some explanatory power for holdings and turnover, the magnitude is much smaller than before.

Overall, the lack of a strong relationship between trading volume and measures of extrapolation and

disposition suggests that it is not omitted variables driving the volume results during the bubble.

2.8 More evidence on volume in a crash

Table A.8 regresses investor-level trading characteristics in January 2016 on investor-level de-

grees of extrapolation and disposition. In January 2016, the stock market experienced a crash due
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to the introduction of circuit breakers. Consistent with our model, extrapolation nor disposition

explain trading volume with a negative sign during this market crash.
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Figure A.1: Results under alternative reference price
Note: This figure presents results under an alternative specification of the reference price. There are 101 dates. The
dividend shocks are set to zero except for dates 11 to 14, on which the dividend shocks are 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively.
Other parameter values are θ = 0.8, β = 1, σε = 2, and γ = 0.9. In Figures A.1a and A.1b, the reference price
is specified as an exponentially weighted average of past prices. In Figures A.1c and A.1d, the reference price is
specified as the expected price for next period. In plotting the latter two figures, we assume γ = 0.8 so that the price
and volume dynamics are more stable.
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Figure A.2: Results under the heterogeneous-agent setting
Note: This figure presents results under the setting featuring three types of investor: disposition extrapolators,
extrapolation-only investors, and disposition-only investors. The initial wealth distribution across disposition extrapo-
lators, extrapolation-only investors, and disposition-only investors is given by 80, 10, and 10. There are 101 dates. The
dividend shocks are set to zero except for dates 11 to 14, on which the dividend shocks are 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively.
Other parameter values are θ = 0.8, β = 1, σε = 2, and γ = 0.9.
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Figure A.3: Results under the heterogeneous-agent setting
Note: The initial wealth distribution across disposition extrapolators, extrapolation-only investors, and disposition-
only investors is given by 80, 10, and 10. There are 101 dates. The dividend shocks are set to zero except on dates
11 to 14, on which the dividend shocks are 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Other parameter values are θ = 0.8, β = 1,
σε = 2, and γ = 0.9.
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Figure A.4: Results under CARA preferences
Note: In Figure A.4a, the dashed line represents the dividend and the solid line represents the stock price. In Figure
A.4b, the solid line represents trading volume and the dashed line represents the stock price. In Figure A.4c, the four
lines represent volumes of different types of transaction. There are 151 dates. The dividend shocks are set to zero
except on dates 11 to 14, on which the dividend shocks are 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Other parameter values are
θ = 0.9, β = 1, σε = 2, σD = 4, and γ = 0.7.
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Number of accounts Sample weight Population weight Diff
Province/region
Guangdong 146,057 26.7% 20.8% 5.9%
Zhejiang 102,905 18.8% 14.4% 4.4%
Shanghai 45,221 8.3% 15.3% -7.1%
Chongqing 30,193 5.5% 1.3% 4.3%
Jiangsu 24,034 4.4% 8.2% -3.9%
Beijing 21,626 3.9% 9.7% -5.7%
Heilongjiang 18,720 3.4% 1.1% 2.3%
Sichuan 18,551 3.4% 3.6% -0.2%
Qinghai 11,900 2.2% 0.1% 2.1%
Yunan 11,166 2.0% 0.8% 1.3%
Fujian 10,413 1.9% 4.6% -2.7%
Hubei 10,165 1.9% 3.3% -1.5%
Hunan 9,430 1.7% 2.4% -0.7%
Liaoning 8,678 1.6% 1.9% -0.4%
Shandong 8,339 1.5% 3.3% -1.8%
Others 70,230 12.8% 13.8% -0.9%

Education
Graduate school and above 23,095 4.5% 4.0% 0.5%
College 164,327 32.2% 27.8% 4.4%
Professional college 156,895 30.7% 30.6% 0.1%
High school 121,966 23.9% 29.1% -5.2%
Middle school or lower 44,234 8.7% 8.6% 0.1%

Age
< 30 74,805 14.7% 21.3% -6.6%
30 to 39 155,098 30.4% 27.4% 3.0%
40 to 49 149,702 29.3% 24.5% 4.8%
50 to 59 84,705 16.6% 15.1% 1.5%
> 60 46,264 9.1% 11.7% -2.6%

Table A.1: Investor composition by demographics
Note: This table compares the demographics of the sample to those of the investor population. The sample is from
one of the largest brokerage firms in China. The investor population is from the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
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Fama-MacBeth Pooled regression
Initial Buy Sell Buy−Sell Initial Buy Sell Buy−Sell

Return(t-1) 0.140*** 0.461*** -0.047*** 0.163*** 0.431*** -0.011*
(0.008) (0.020) (0.006) (0.018) (0.050) (0.006)

Return(t-2) 0.078*** 0.287*** -0.040*** 0.109*** 0.309*** -0.013***
(0.006) (0.016) (0.006) (0.015) (0.038) (0.004)

Return(t-3) 0.049*** 0.181*** -0.025*** 0.089*** 0.242*** -0.011***
(0.005) (0.013) (0.005) (0.012) (0.032) (0.003)

Return(t-4) 0.032*** 0.118*** -0.009* 0.063*** 0.170*** 0.001
(0.005) (0.012) (0.005) (0.009) (0.023) (0.004)

Return(t-5) 0.019*** 0.091*** -0.016*** 0.054*** 0.156*** -0.007**
(0.005) (0.012) (0.005) (0.009) (0.023) (0.003)

Return(t-6) 0.013*** 0.068*** -0.017*** 0.051*** 0.137*** -0.006**
(0.005) (0.011) (0.004) (0.009) (0.021) (0.003)

Return(t-7) 0.011** 0.054*** -0.013*** 0.047*** 0.124*** -0.004
(0.005) (0.011) (0.004) (0.009) (0.021) (0.003)

Return(t-8) 0.008* 0.042*** -0.015*** 0.048*** 0.121*** -0.005
(0.004) (0.011) (0.005) (0.009) (0.021) (0.004)

Return(t-9) 0.007 0.031*** -0.004 0.042*** 0.101*** 0.000
(0.004) (0.011) (0.004) (0.009) (0.020) (0.003)

Return(t-10) 0.001 0.024** -0.005 0.029*** 0.082*** -0.006**
(0.004) (0.010) (0.004) (0.008) (0.020) (0.003)

Return(t-11) 0.006 0.020* -0.005 0.030*** 0.074*** -0.002
(0.004) (0.011) (0.004) (0.009) (0.020) (0.003)

Return(t-12) -0.002 0.009 -0.003 0.028*** 0.077*** -0.002
(0.004) (0.010) (0.004) (0.009) (0.021) (0.003)

Number of shares 0.111*** 0.272*** 0.013*** 0.085*** 0.223*** 0.010***
(0.004) (0.009) (0.003) (0.011) (0.025) (0.002)

Return(t-13) to
YES YES YES YES YES YES

Return(t-52)

Constant -0.002* -0.009*** 0.001 0.032*** 0.085*** 0.005***
(0.001) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.007) (0.001)

N 392,527 392,527 392,527 392,527 392,527 392,527
R2 0.162 0.205 0.002 0.174 0.214 0.002

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table A.2: Regressing trading flows on past returns
Note: Initial Buy is the number of shares bought by investors who currently do not own the stock; Sell is the number of
shares sold; Buy−Sell is the number of shares bought minus the number of shares sold. The trading flows are measured
in millions. These regressions use weekly observations in trading flows and returns. Fama-MacBeth regression co-
efficients are the time-series average of weekly cross-sectional regression coefficients. The pooled regressions report
coefficients from OLS regressions, with double-clustered standard errors. The number of observations is denoted by
N and standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Fama-MacBeth Pooled regression
Initial Buy AddBuy−Sell Initial Buy AddBuy−Sell

Return(t-1) 0.116*** -0.138*** 0.138*** -0.151***
(0.0226) (0.0243) (0.0296) (0.0275)

Return(t-2) 0.0456*** -0.0381** 0.0916*** -0.0866***
(0.0138) (0.0164) (0.0295) (0.0327)

Return(t-3) 0.0307** -0.00108 0.0589 -0.0156
(0.0147) (0.0136) (0.0371) (0.0387)

Return(t-4) 0.0151 -0.00853 -0.00454 0.0235
(0.0166) (0.0149) (0.0362) (0.0366)

Number of shares 0.183*** -0.157*** 0.201*** -0.169***
(0.0219) (0.0202) (0.0493) (0.0342)

Constant -0.0100 0.000735 -0.0169 0.00500
(0.00637) (0.00639) (0.0206) (0.0133)

N 36,557 36,277 36,557 36,277
R2 0.436 0.354 0.436 0.354

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table A.3: Extrapolation and the disposition effect during the bubble
Note: This table reports results from regressions of trading flows on lagged stock returns during the run-up. Initial
Buy is the number of shares bought by investors who currently do not own the stock; AddBuy−Sell is the number
of shares bought additionally minus the number of shares sold. The trading flows are measured in millions. These
regressions use weekly observations in trading flows and returns. Fama-MacBeth regression coefficients are the time-
series average of weekly cross-sectional regression coefficients. The pooled regressions report coefficients from OLS
regressions, with double-clustered standard errors. The number of observations is denoted by N and standard errors
are reported in parentheses.
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DOXW (t+1) DOXM (t+1) DODD (t+1) DODR (t+1)
DOXW (t+1) 0.389***

(0.002)
DOXM (t+1) 0.439***

(0.002)
DODD (t+1) 0.284***

(0.001)
DODR (t+1) 0.300***

(0.001)
Constant 0.028*** 0.094*** 0.098*** 1.173***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.003)

N 590,587 590,587 590,587 590,587
R2 0.053 0.070 0.065 0.114

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table A.4: Persistence of extrapolation and disposition effects
Note: This table reports the persistence of the measures of extrapolation and disposition. DOXW and DOXM are
degrees of extrapolation based on past weekly returns and monthly returns, respectively, and are calculated as volume-
weighted past returns based on all initial buys. DODD and DODR are degrees of disposition based on the difference
and ratio, respectively, between PGR and PLR, where PGR (Proportion of Gains Realized) is calculated by dividing the
number of realized winners by the total number of winners on days of sales and PLR (Proportion of Losses Realized)
is similarly calculated. t refers to the period from 2005 to 2013. t +1 refers the period between 2014 and 2015.

Group Cumulative return Turnover
1 (low) 150.5% 2.13
2 134.3% 2.23
3 119.8% 2.01
4 114.9% 1.50
5 (high) 103.9% 1.16

Table A.5: Ownership breadth and price and volume at peak
Note: This table reports the relationship between ownership breadth and price and volume at peak. Using pre-bubble
holdings, ownership breadth is calculated by dividing the number of investors holding a particular stock by the number
of investors in the sample. Cumulative return represents each stock’s return from December 1, 2014, to June 12, 2015.
Turnover is the turnover in the week of June 8 to 12, 2015, normalized by pre-bubble turnover.
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Volume (in billion RMB) Trades (in millions)
Run-up Crash Quiet Run-up Crash Quiet

Panel A: Total volume, the full-sample
Buy 692 281 637 23 9 27
Sell 687 286 633 28 12 32
Total 1,380 567 1,269 51 22 59

Panel B: Fraction of extensive-margin trades, the full sample
Buy 51.5% 42.0% 49.3% 41.3% 30.9% 38.5%
Sell 58.4% 50.2% 54.9% 49.4% 40.6% 46.3%
Total 55.0% 46.0% 52.2% 45.0% 35.1% 42.1%

Panel C: Fraction of extensive-margin trades, by groups
Disposition extrapolators 58.9% 48.3% 55.6% 49.3% 37.0% 46.0%
Pure extrapolators 56.3% 49.2% 54.5% 46.4% 38.3% 44.6%
Others 52.9% 43.8% 49.9% 42.7% 33.1% 39.6%

Panel D: Fraction of new stocks, the full sample
“New” stocks 68.3% 52.9% 54.9% 63.7% 50.5% 49.8%

Table A.6: Decomposition of total volume
Note: This table reports the distribution of trading volume across stages of the bubble. The run-up is 2014:12 to
2015:05; the crash is 2015:06 to 2016:08. In Panels A to C, the quiet period is 2014:01 to 2014:11 and 2015:09 to
2015:12; in Panel D, we limit the quiet period to 2014:01 to 2014:06 to make it comparable to the run-up. A buy is
considered extensive-margin if the starting position is zero and a sell is considered extensive-margin if the end position
is zero. Disposition extrapolators have both DOX and DOD above the median, pure extrapolators have DOX above the
median and DOD below, and the rest are classified as other investors. A stock is considered “new” if it has occurred
in an investor’s monthly portfolio holdings before and “old” otherwise.
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∆Volumei ∆Turnoveri ∆Balancei
(1) (2) (3)

DOXi -0.018 -0.092*** 0.074***
(-0.275) (-3.827) (4.698)

DODi 0.072 0.047** -0.016
(1.164) (2.138) (-1.515)

DOXi*DODi -0.071* -0.038** -0.009
(-1.755) (-2.467) (-1.031)

BALi -2.218*** 0.195*** -1.393***
(-13.509) (2.929) (-34.135)

EXPi 0.496*** 0.197*** 0.091***
(15.016) (15.737) (10.617)

HHIi 2.427*** 0.239*** 1.994***
(12.706) (3.207) (41.971)

VOLi -4.014 -8.485*** 9.413***
(-1.260) (-7.695) (9.066)

SKEWi 0.526*** 0.320*** -0.015
(4.961) (8.230) (-0.470)

RETi -2.713*** 0.341 -1.863***
(-3.026) (1.225) (-5.657)

Other controls
Demographics YES YES YES
Margin account, dummy YES YES YES
Traded warrants before, dummy YES YES YES
Survey-based characteristics YES YES YES

Constant 1.385*** 1.358*** 0.658***
(2.935) (7.736) (5.569)

N 211,053 210,924 249,078
R2 0.009 0.009 0.020

Robust t-statistics in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table A.7: Explaining account-level trading volume in 2016 using extrapolation and the disposition
effect
Note: This table reports the results from regressing changes in trading volume, turnover, and balance on degrees
of extrapolation and disposition. DOX is the degree of extrapolation, calculated as volume-weighted past monthly
returns based on all initial buys. DOD is the degree of disposition, calculated as the ratio of PGR to PLR, where
PGR (Proportion of Gains Realized) is calculated by dividing the number of realized winners by the total number of
winners on days of sales and PLR (Proportion of Losses Realized) is similarly calculated. BAL is the average RMB
holding in millions. EXP is the number of years since account open date. HHI is the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index
based on monthly holdings. VOL is calculated as volume-weighted past volatility. SKEW is calculated as volume-
weighted past skewness. RET is the average monthly return rate, calculated by dividing total RMB return by average
RMB holding. DOX to RET are constructed based on transactions from 2005 to 2013. Demographic variables include
gender, age, and education. Survey-based characteristics include answers to questions related to expected returns and
risks; self-reported wealth, income, and sophistication; investment horizon, experience, and objectives; and short-term
and long-term tolerances for losses. ∆Volume is calculated as the ratio of monthly volume in 2016 to the average
monthly volume in the pre-bubble period from 2014:01 to 2014:11. ∆Turnover and ∆Balance are similarly calculated.
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∆Volumei ∆Turnoveri ∆Balancei
(1) (2) (3)

DOXi -0.073*** -0.039*** -0.025***
(-7.180) (-3.788) (-23.345)

DODi -0.023*** -0.028*** -0.003***
(-2.787) (-3.267) (-4.659)

DOXi*DODi -0.015** -0.017** 0.001**
(-2.300) (-2.559) (2.258)

BALi 0.114*** 0.158*** -0.012***
(5.103) (6.508) (-4.124)

EXPi -0.002 -0.007 0.003***
(-0.567) (-1.608) (4.440)

HHIi 0.119*** 0.173*** 0.004
(4.851) (6.569) (1.511)

VOLi -0.971*** -0.545 -0.251***
(-2.709) (-1.375) (-4.316)

SKEWi 0.050*** 0.042*** 0.009***
(4.253) (3.326) (5.178)

RETi -0.342*** -0.310** -0.044**
(-2.819) (-2.248) (-2.105)

Other controls
Demographics YES YES YES
Margin account, dummy YES YES YES
Traded warrants before, dummy YES YES YES
Survey-based characteristics YES YES YES

Constant 1.001*** 0.995*** 0.964***
(16.913) (15.959) (126.232)

N 155,548 154,257 245,703
R2 0.005 0.004 0.007

Robust t-statistics in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table A.8: Explaining account-level trading volume in January of 2016 using extrapolation and
the disposition effect
Note: This table reports the results from regressing changes in trading volume, turnover, and balance on degrees
of extrapolation and disposition. DOX is the degree of extrapolation, calculated as volume-weighted past monthly
returns based on all initial buys. DOD is the degree of disposition, calculated as the ratio of PGR to PLR, where
PGR (Proportion of Gains Realized) is calculated by dividing the number of realized winners by the total number of
winners on days of sales and PLR (Proportion of Losses Realized) is similarly calculated. BAL is the average RMB
holding in millions. EXP is the number of years since account open date. HHI is the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index
based on monthly holdings. VOL is calculated as volume-weighted past volatility. SKEW is calculated as volume-
weighted past skewness. RET is the average monthly return rate, calculated by dividing total RMB return by average
RMB holding. DOX to RET are constructed based on transactions from 2005 to 2013. Demographic variables include
gender, age, and education. Survey-based characteristics include answers to questions related to expected returns and
risks; self-reported wealth, income, and sophistication; investment horizon, experience, and objectives; and short-term
and long-term tolerances for losses. ∆Volume is calculated as the ratio of volume in 2016:01 to volume in 2015:12.
∆Turnover and ∆Balance are similarly calculated.
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